PASSAGES AT SEA

Settle into the rhythm of the ocean on our newly released
Passages at Sea voyages.
As our ships undertake long ocean crossings, use the
opportunity to unplug and disconnect at sea. Spend leisurely
days on a deckchair nursing a coffee, reading a book, or
simply admiring the magnificence of a sunset at sea. Enjoy
full-service meals and warm Australian hospitality throughout.
Step out on deck after dinner to admire the night sky,
untainted by light pollution. If you are in need of company,
take advantage of our open bridge policy or observe crew
activities on a working vessel. Throughout the voyage, you
will be able to participate in an educational program hosted
by onboard guest lecturers with subjects including history,
culture, nature and ocean navigation.
Our Passages at Sea collection of voyages are the perfect
retreat from the everyday.

Passages At Sea Highlights
> Find peace and solitude with time to disconnect
> Mingle with our seafaring crew and learn basics of life
at sea and the art of blue water navigation
> Partake in educational talks with our onboard
expedition crew delivering a series of themed
presentations
> Put a tick in your life adventure box by completing a
sea passage
> Relax on the deck and enjoy the vast space of the wide
open skies and rolling ocean with marine life to keep
you company
> Stargaze at night, free from light pollution
> Enjoy the convivial company of fellow passengers and
maritime crew as we share meals and stories together
along the way

JOIN US ONBOARD: PASSAGES AT SEA

S
Solo Travellers receive no-sole-supplement on Coral Deck and Promenade Deck staterooms.
Book Online to receive complimentary deposit protection.

PASSAGES AT SEA | WELLINGTON TO HOBART | 6 NIGHTS
If you relish the adventure of an extended ocean crossing, we invite you to join us for
this opportunity of a 6-night sea passage from Wellington to Hobart. After completing
our New Zealand season, this journey will place Coral Adventurer in Tasmania.
> Departs 27 January 2023
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VIEW AVAILABILITY & BOOK ONLINE >
ACROSS THE INDIAN OCEAN | ZANZIBAR TO FREMANTLE | 19 NIGHTS
In times past, an Indian Ocean crossing was a sailor’s rite of passage and a truly
daunting task on a wooden sailing vessel. Create your own journey on the new stateof-the-art ship, Coral Geographer as she sails east from the ancient island of Zanzibar
off the African coast and arrives on Australian shores in Fremantle.
> Departs 8 March 2023
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PASSAGES AT SEA | ADELAIDE TO AUCKLAND | 8 NIGHTS
Partake in a unique experience on a true blue-water voyage from Adelaide to Auckland.
Fill your days with fresh air, a rolling ocean and valuable time to yourself. Arrive in
Auckland on 22 December 2023 where you can choose to explore further by joining our
cruise ‘New Zealand’s East Coast’ and utilise our 10% adjoining voyage discount.
> Departs 14 December 2023
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VIEW AVAILABILITY & BOOK ONLINE >
PASSAGES AT SEA | BLUFF TO MELBOURNE | 7 NIGHTS
As we cover approximately 1,500 nautical miles on this 7-night ocean crossing voyage,
take the opportunity to settle into the rhythm of the ocean and experience the quiet
solitude of a seafarer’s life. Arrive in Melbourne on 7 February 2024, where you can
choose to explore further by joining the ‘Australia’s Southern Coastlines’ cruise utilising
our 10% adjoining voyage discount.
> Departs 31 January 2024
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Prices are per person, listed in Australian Dollars (AUD)

